Manipal Academy of Higher Education (MAHE), Manipal invites applications from eligible candidates for the research position under the Centre for Intercultural Studies and Dialogue (CISD), for a project title “Discerning India: Living Cultures and Society” (Journey across Tulunad- a microcosmic cultural exploration) to work at Manipal Center for European Studies, MAHE, Manipal

**Duration of the Project: 6 months**

**Research Associate**

**Roles:** Involve preparation of academic material, content creation for videos and academic coordination

**Requirement:**
- A minimum of Master Degree in Cultural Studies/Humanities/ Literature (PhD in the field is desirable)
- Publications in the field of culture/sociology
- Experience in academic module creation and material production
- Interest in the regional cultures of Udupi and Dakshina Kannada
- Experience in content writing/script writing

**Production Coordinator:**

**Roles:** Involve visualisation, script doctoring, direction and completion of all the proposed visual materials, and coordination with the production team.

**Requirement:**
- A minimum of Bachelor Degree preferably in Media / Mass communication / Film Making
- Exposure to Film making/ Documentary Making Process
- Fundamentals of Audio-Visual Technical Skills
- Sound Portfolio exhibiting creativity and originality
- Fluency in English and local Languages such as Kannada and Tulu.

Eligible candidates should send a detailed CV including the copies of the certificates in support of qualifications and experiences with the subject line “Position” CISD Project at MCES, MAHE, Manipal”. Last date for submission of application is September 26, 2021. Shortlisted candidates will be informed by e-mail about the interview. No TA/DA will be paid for attending the interview.

Deputy Director - HR  
Manipal Academy of Higher Education  
Madhav Nagar, Manipal 576104  
Udupi, Karnataka, India  
e-mail: jobs.research@manipal.edu | Phone: 0820 -2922985